We report orbital angular momentum (OAM) and angle correlations between signal and idler photons observed when the nonlinear crystal used in spontaneous parametric down-conversion is illuminated by a non-fundamental Gaussian pump beam. We introduce a π -phase step to the transverse profile of the pump, before it impinges on the crystal to create a phase-flipped Gaussian mode, which is a close approximation to an HG 10 Hermite-Gaussian-like beam. The correlations in OAM and angular position are then measured holographically using two separate spatial light modulators in the signal and idler arms. We show the transfer of the OAM spectrum of the pump to the down-converted fields, manifested as a redistribution in the OAM correlations consistent with OAM conservation. This corresponds to a modulation of the angular position correlations consistent with the Fourier relationship between the OAM and angle.
Introduction
Quantum mechanics in higher-dimensional systems has the potential of revolutionizing quantum communication and computation protocols. As an example, quantum cryptography using qudits (systems in which there are d orthogonal states) has been shown to be more secure and robust in the presence of noise [1] [2] [3] . Fault-tolerant quantum computation and quantum error correction with qudits have also been proposed [4] . Photons, endowed with a variety of degrees of freedom, are attractive candidates with which to encode qudits. In particular, the ability to generate and measure photons of different transverse structures make the spatial modes of a photon a very good avenue for exploring higher dimensions [5] [6] [7] . Spatial modes possessing orbital angular momentum (OAM) have been studied often in recent years because of the infinite-dimensional alphabets they can possibly provide. Nonlocality in quantum mechanics has been tested extensively with OAM, as exemplified by violations of Bell inequalities with OAM and OAM superpositions [8] [9] [10] . OAM is steadily being considered as a quantum resource for entanglement concentration [11] , quantum coin tossing [12] and (when coupled with spin) quantum teleportation protocols [13] .
Entangled photons are routinely generated in the laboratory via the spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) process in a nonlinear crystal. The twin photons produced in the crystal (signal and idler) are entangled in many degrees of freedom. Two-dimensional polarization entanglement has been employed for quantum cryptography [14] . Higher-dimensional spaces have been achieved with continuous observables by using position and momentum entanglement [15, 16] , time of arrival schemes [17] and spatial modes [18] [19] [20] , which include those involving OAM [21] . OAM is theoretically an infinite-dimensional, discrete-valued observable characterized by the azimuthal number . OAM arises from phase dependence on the azimuthal angle φ described by exp(i φ), with each photon carrying an OAM of h [22] . Similar to polarizers, which manipulate the polarization of photons, suitably designed holograms manipulate the OAM of light. When a fundamental mode impinges on a hologram with forked dislocations, the beam is transformed to a Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beam with OAM h containing a phase singularity running through the beam axis. The holograms can also be used in reverse to measure photons with OAM by transforming them into the fundamental mode, which can then be coupled to a single mode fibre which feeds a single-photon detector. The combination of the hologram, single mode fibre and single-photon detector acts as a mode analyser for the signal and idler photons. This has been used ubiquitously in most quantum experiments involving OAM [9, 10, 23] . Exploring the higher dimensions afforded by OAM then generally meant the design of holograms that would measure superpositions of different OAM states [3, [24] [25] [26] . But since SPDC is very much dependent on the pump beam [27, 28] , one can also explore the high-dimensional OAM state space by engineering the pump. Shaping the pump with more complex modes has been proposed to prepare high-dimensional entangled OAM states [29, 30] , although these have not been implemented experimentally. This work is a step in that direction; we employ a non-fundamental Gaussian pump beam for SPDC and analyse how the OAM and angle correlations change as a result.
Pump shape and SPDC
Within SPDC, a pump beam is usually approximated as a plane wave incident on a nonlinear crystal, which results in the emission of two correlated photons in definite directions. The bulk of the studies in SPDC has concentrated on manipulating these two outgoing photons by letting them pass through polarizers, slits, holograms, and other optical components, to observe various desired quantum effects [23, 9, 10, [31] [32] [33] . Manipulating the pump field is also an interesting enterprise, as the fields generated in SPDC are strongly related to the pump field; this has been investigated theoretically and experimentally [23, 27, 28] . Phase matching allows the amplitude and phase structure of the pump to be transferred to the two-photon field, and fourth-order images related to the aperture in front of the pump can be formed by the down-converted beams [28] . Focusing the pump beam in front of the crystal leads to two-photon geometric optics effects wherein the crystal acts like a spherical mirror in the formation of the fourth-order images [34] . The shape of the pump is of consequence to correlations in the OAM and the conjugate variable, angular position, in both the signal and idler fields. The transfer of the plane-wave spectrum of the pump to the two-photon field leads to conservation of OAM in both stimulated and spontaneous parametric down-conversion [35] [36] [37] [38] . Thus, for near-collinear SPDC [38] , the following selection rule,
holds, where mh is the OAM per photon of the pump beam and sh and ih are the OAM of the modes into which the signal and idler photons are projected [38] [39] [40] . This has been supported by coincidence measurements in SPDC, wherein the crystal is pumped with Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beams of varying OAM [23, 38] . The entangled two-photon state generated in this case is
It is possible to generate other states, such as maximally entangled states with only four modes (in contrast to the infinite OAM spectrum of equation (2)), by pumping the crystal with a suitable superposition of OAM modes [30] , containing a number of phase singularities. This entails the modulation of both the phase and intensity of the pump, and has yet to be achieved experimentally. The first step towards the implementation of such schemes is to have an element which will efficiently convert the fundamental mode of a pump laser to the desired mode for SPDC. Several experiments [23, 38] have performed this mode conversion with cylindrical lenses, holograms or with a cover slip [41, 42] . Holograms, when encoded in a spatial light modulators (SLM) are flexible and make possible complicated pump shapes, but they are less efficient than other converters, with an efficiency of about 40%-50% [43] . Simple pump shapes could instead be implemented with simple mode converters. For instance, HG modes can be created by placing one to two wires inside a laser cavity [44] . We do not have access to the laser cavity of our pump laser, so instead we use a cover slip that introduces a π -phase shift to half of the area of the usual Gaussian output of a laser beam. This introduces a phase flip to one half of the beam, hence the name 'flipped mode' [45] . Following [45] , the flipped mode u f ,0 is the fundamental Gaussian mode with a phase flip at x = 0. This can be expressed as an infinite sum of odd Hermite-Gauss (HG) modes u 2n+1 (x),
where
giving √ 2/π ≈ 0.80 as the contribution of the first-order HG 10 mode. Since the LG modes form a convenient basis for OAM-carrying beams, it is instructive to express u f ,0 in terms of Laguerre polynomials L j k [46, 47] ,
where a n,p is a n,p = (−1)
Hence, only the odd LG modes contribute. A table of the decomposition in terms of the LG p modes for p = 0 is given below, The flipped mode has been used in SPDC to produce singlet states [41] , to demonstrate multimode Hong-Ou-Mandel interference, and to generalize genuine non-Gaussian entanglement [48, 42] . Since the combination of OAM states |1 and |-1 make the most significant contributions to the flipped mode, in contrast to the usual Gaussian pump which is in the OAM state |0 [49] , we expect different OAM and angle correlations from that in [21] . Specifically, we expect coincidences when s + i is odd with the strongest correlations occurring when s + i = ±1.
Just as there is a Fourier relationship between position and linear momentum, there also exists a Fourier relationship between OAM and angle [50] . This allows us to determine the correlations in the angular position basis given that we have knowledge of the OAM components of the entangled photons.
Experiment and results
Our SPDC setup (figure 1) consists of a mode-locked ultraviolet (UV) pump source at 355 nm with 100 MHz repetition rate. A cover slip is attached to a tip-tilt mount to control the phase introduced to the pump and placed on a translation stage positioned such that it covers half of the UV beam. The output of the laser is collimated by a telescope onto a 5 mm long barium borate (BBO) crystal, cut for degenerate type-1, collinear SPDC. The front plane of the crystal is imaged (L1 = 200 mm, L2 = 400 mm) onto two separate SLMs which specify the state into which the photon will be projected. Both SLMs are re-imaged (L3 = 600 mm, L4 = 3.2 mm), through 10 nm wide interference filters (IF) to the input facets of single mode optical fibres coupled to single-photon avalanche photodiodes. The coincidence is monitored from the output of the photodiodes by a coincidence counting card with a gate time of 10 ns.
To measure OAM, each SLM displays a hologram with a fork dislocation of order s and i corresponding to the OAM states | s and | i . The pump beam consist of superpositions of odd-valued OAM states, with |1 and |-1 making the largest contribution [49] . Hence following the selection rule (1), we expect high coincidences when the sum of s and i is ±1, as shown in figure 2(a) . We expect two diagonals symmetric about the main diagonal, in contrast to SPDC with a fundamental Gaussian pump wherein there is only one main diagonal [21] . Figure 2(b) show the coincidences, as a function s and i that we obtained from the experiment. Apart from a uniform background (we did not do any background subtraction in our results), and residual on-axis coincidences (due to the imperfect conversion of the pump laser output to a 'flipped mode') there is good qualitative agreement between figures 2(a) and (b), showing the transfer of the pump OAM spectrum to the entangled photons.
To measure angular position, we employ angular slits of width θ which are oriented at positions φ s and φ i in the signal and idler SLMs respectively (see figure 2(b) ). We can get the expected angular position correlations from the Fourier relationship, by performing a Fourier transform on figure 2(a), we obtain figure 2(b). Because the SLMs are on the image plane of the crystal, we expect the coincidences to be high for φ s = φ i . In addition, due to the shape of the pump, we see a modulation wherein there are coincidence minima corresponding to the case when the slit is aligned with the phase discontinuity in the pump. Figure 2(d) shows the coincidence count as a function of the angular positions φ s and φ i . There is good qualitative agreement between figures 2(c) and (d), apart from an almost uniform background (we did not do any background subtraction).
We focused on a simple pump shape, but more complicated modes are possible with combinations of cover slips (for HG pump modes), specially fabricated components or programmable spatial light modulators. Since the pump is in a superposition of odd OAM states, with |1 and |-1 making the largest contribution, from theory, we expect the coincidences to be high when s + i = ±1 (a). Apart from an almost uniform background (there is no background subtraction in this result), this is supported by the OAM correlations we obtain from our experiment (b). The angular position correlations also reflect the shape of the pump, and in theory can be obtained via the Fourier relationship between OAM and angular position. From the OAM correlations in (a), we expect the modulated coincidence in (c). Coincidence is high along the diagonal when φ s = φ i , but with minima corresponding to the position of the phase discontinuity in the pump. Apart from some background counts, our experiment results support this (d).
Conclusion
We have shown the effect of the pump shape on OAM and angle correlations exhibited by photon pairs from spontaneous parametric down-conversion. We focused on a particularly simple OAM superposition state, but more complicated pump shapes such as the vortex pancakes suggested in [30] can be used for tailored entangled states. The correlations that arise result from the transfer of the OAM spectrum of the pump to the down-converted photon pairs, as manifested in the OAM correlation matrix. We have shown a modulation in the angular position correlation which is consistent with the Fourier relationship between OAM and angle. The spatial structure of down-converted light is a rich playground to observe correlations in a variety of spatial modes, not just OAM. If efficiency is not a priority, spatial light modulators can be introduced not just in the measurement, but also in the generation of entangled photons. With the flexibility afforded by spatial light modulators, different pump modes can be used to prepare the entangled states, and in addition to current developments in sorting OAM states [51] and gates with OAM [52] , this will certainly be a step forward to fully exploring a d-dimensional space for quantum information.
